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Abst rac t - -A  large variety of very general, but basic Lp (1 ~_ p _~ oo) form, Opial type inequal- 
ities [1] is established involving generalized fractional derivatives [2,3] of two functions in different 
orders and powers. 
The above rely on a generalization of Taylor's formula for generalized fractional derivatives [2]. 
From the developed results derive several other concrete results of special interest. The sharpness of 
inequalities i established there. Finally, applications of some of these special inequalities are given in 
establishing uniqueness of solution and in giving upper bounds to solutions of initial value problems 
involving a very general system of two fractional differential equations. Also, upper bounds to various 
fractional derivatives of the solutions that are involved in the above systems are presented. @ 2004 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Op ia l  type inequality, Fractional derivative, System of fractional differential equa- 
tions, Uniqueness of solution, Upper bound of solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Opial inequalities appeared for the first time in [1] and then, many authors dealt with them in 
different directions and for various cases. For a complete recent account on the activity of this 
field, see [4], and still there remains a very active area of research. One of their main attractions 
to these inequalities i their applications, especially to establishing uniqueness and upper bounds 
of solution of initial value problems in differential equations. The author was the first to present 
Opial inequalities involving fractional derivatives of functions [2,5] with applications to fractional 
differential equations. 
Fractional derivatives come up naturally in a number of fields, especially in physics, see the 
recent book [6]. To name a few topics such as, fractional kinetics of Hamiltonian chaotic systems, 
polymer physics and rheology, regular variation in thermodynamics, biophysics, fractional time 
evolution, fractal time series, etc. One there deals also with stochastic fractional-difference equa- 
tions and fractional diffusion equations. Great applications of these can be found in the study of 
DNA sequences. Other fractional differential equations arise in the study of suspensions, coming 
from the fluid dynamical modeling of certain blood flow phenomena. An excellent account in the 
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study of fractional differential equations is in the recent book [7]. One  can also have applications 
of fractional calculus to viscoelasticity, Bode's analysis of feedback amplifiers, Capacitor theory, 
electrical circuits, electronanalytical chemistry, biology, control theory, fitting of experimental 
data, fractional-order physics. The  study of fractional differential equations ranges from the very 
theoretical topics of existence and uniqueness of solution to finding numerical solutions. 
The  study of fractional calculus started from 1695 by L'Hospital and Leibniz, also continued 
later by Fourier in 1822 and Abel  in 1823, and continues to our time in an increased fashion due 
to its many applications and necessity to deal with fractional phenomena and structures. So, this 
field is keeping a lot of people active and interested. 
In this article, the author is greatly motivated and inspired by the very important papers [8,9]. 
Of  course, there, the authors are dealing with other kinds of derivative. So, here, the author 
continues his study of fractional Opial inequalities now involving two different functions and 
produces a wide variety of corresponding results with important applications to systems of two 
fractional differential equations. Dealing with two functions makes  the study more complicated 
and involved. 
We start in Section 2 with preliminaries, we continue in Section 3 with the main results, and 
we finish in Section 4 with the applications. 
To  give a flavor to the reader of the kind of inequalities we are dealing with, we  briefly mention 
~b " ~* D" (,0)1 ~=] d,~ q (w) [](DX*f,) (w)l a= ](D~f,) (w)l ~ + [(D  f2) (w)] ~ ](=f2) 
_< C (< b, q (,.) ,'~1, ", ;'., ~,.,; (~'),P) 
[ f ]  ] ((~°+~)/P) 
• p (w)[[(D~fl)(w)l p ÷ [(D~f2)(w)l p] dw 
(*) 
for certain continuous functions fl, f2, p(w), q(w) on [a, b], all exponents and orders are frac- 
tional, etc. Furthermore, one system of fractional differential equations we are working on, briefly 
looks like 
= t ~ , , (**) (D~fj) (t) Fj (t, {(D: ' f l )  (t)}[= 1, {(D:~f2) ()}i=1) all t e [a, b] 
for j = 1,2, and with 
fJ0 (a) = aij E IR, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
where n := [,], u > 2, etc. 
In literature, there are many different definitions of fractional derivatives, some of them being 
equivalent, see [6,7]. In this paper, we use one of the most recent, attributed to Canavati [3], 
generalized in [2,5]. 
One of the advantages of Canavati fractional derivative is that in applications to fractional 
initial value problems, we need only n initial conditions, like with the ordinary derivative case, 
while with other definitions of fractional derivatives, we need n + 1 or more conditions, see [7]. 
To the best of our knowledge, the presented results here are totally new to the literature of 
fractional analysis• 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In the sequel, we follow [3]. Let g E C([0, 1]). Let L, be a positive number, n := [u] and a := u -n  
(0 < a < I). Define 
1 fo = t) ,_  1 ( J .g )  (=) := ~ (= - ~ (t )  dr,  0 < x < 1, (1)  
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the Riemann-Liouville integral, where F is the gamma function. We define the subspace C"([0,1]) 
of C~([0, 1]) as follows: 
C ~ ([0,1]) := {g e c"  ([0, i]): J i_~D~g e C i ([0, 1])}, 
where D := d .  So, for g E Cu([0,1]), we define the v-fractional derivative of g as 
D" g := DJi_,~D~ g. (2) 
When v >__ 1, we have Taylor's formula, 
t 2 tn-1 
g (t) = g (0) +g' (0) t+g" (0) ~ +" '  +g(n-1) (0) (n ---- 1)] ~- (JvDVg) (t), for all t e [0, 1]. (3) 
When 0 < u < 1, we find 
g (t) = (JuDUg) (t), for all t • [0, 1]. (4) 
Next, we carry above notions over to arbitrary [a,b] C_ R (see [2]). Let x, xo • [a,b], such 
that x _> xo, where x0 is fixed. Let f • C([a, hi) and define 
/: 1 (x t) "-1 ( j~of ) (x ) :=F(v )  o - f ( t )  dt, xo<_x<b,  (5) 
the generalized Riemann-Liouville integral. We define the subgroup C~o([a , b]) of C~([a, b]), 
C~0 ([a, b]):= {f  • C n (In, b]): J [°~D~f • C 1 ([x0,b])}. 
For f • C~o([a , b]), we define the generalized v-fractional derivative of f over [x0, b] as 
:= DSXO f(n) (f(~) := D~f)  D~o f (6) 1--a 
Notice that, 
// i (~ _ t)_~ f(,,) \j~o_,~f<,~)] (x ) -  F (1 -a )  o (t) dt 
exists for f e cL([~, hi). 
We recall the following generalization of Taylor's formula (see [2,3]). 
THEOREM 1. Let f E C~o([a,b]) , xo • [a,b] be ~xed. 
(i) If v >_ 1, then, 
f (x) = f (~o) + f '  (~o) (~ - ~o) + f" (~o) (~ - ~°)2 (x - ~o) ~-~ - - - -y - -  +. . .  + f(~'-~) (~o) (£ -~ (7) 
+ (J~°D~of) (x), for all x • In, b]: x > x0. 
(ii) I f  0 < u < 1, then, 
f (x) = (J~°D~of) (x ), for all x e [a,b] : x >_ xo. (8) 
We make the following remark. 
REMARK 1. 
(1) (Dnof) = f(n), n • N. 
(2) Let f • C~o([a,b]) , v >_ 1 and f(O(Xo) = 0, i = 0,1, . . .  ,n - t, n := Iv]. Then, by (7), 
f (x) = (J~ D~of) (x), 
i.e., 
/: i (x -  t) "-1 D ~' f (x) -- F(u) o ( *o f ) ( t )  dt, (9) 
for all x • [a, b] with x >__ xo. Notice that (9) is true, also, when 0 < u < 1. 
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We need the following iemma f rom [5]. 
LEMMA i. Let f E C([a, b]), #, u > 0. Then, 
J~o (J~of) = j;$~ (f). 





(D~o f) (x)  = (D~of) (t) dt, 
o 
~ xo. (14) 
v--I r D. ~--i (D~o f )= ~oS, (D~o S)(xo)=0. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We present our first main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let. ,  71,72 >_ 1, such that .  - V1 -> 1 , .  - 7~ k 1 and f l ,  f2 E C~o ([a, b]) with 
f~') (zo) : 4 (~) (~o) : o, ~ = o, 1 , . . . ,  ~ - 1, ~ : :  [,1. 
Here, x, xo ~ [a, b] : x > Xo. Consider also p(t) > O, and q(t) >_ 0 continuous functions on [xo, b] 
REMARK 2. Let ~,7 -> 1, such that ~-7  -> 1, so that 7 < u. Call n := [~], a := r -n ;  m := [7], 
P := 7 - m. Note that , ,  - m _> 1 and n - m _> 1. Let f E C~o ([a, b]) be, such that 
f(i) (Xo) = O, i = O, 1 , . . . ,n -  i. 
Hence, by (7), 
f (x) = (J,~OD;of) (x), for all x e [a, b]: x > Xo. 
Therefore, by Leibnitz's formula and I'(p + 1) = pF(p), p > 0, we get that 
f(m) (x) = (J~°mD;of) (x), for all x > xo. (11) 
It follows that f E C$o([a,b]) and thus, 
(D~of) (x):= (DJ~°of('~)) (x) exists, for all x k xo. (12) 
Really, by the use of (11), we have on [Xo, b] 
];_op (f(,~)) = j;o ° (j:OmD;of) = (j;o_p o J:°_m ) (D;of) 
9$0 t~ : J ; -~ ,1 - ,  (D~of) ~o . : J ;-~+l (D~of), 
by (10). That  is, 
Therefore, 
f 1 . (x - t) ("-~)-~ 
hence, 
= D"  r b]. (m~of) (~) ( J :~  (~o l ) )  (~) a~d ~s oontinuo~s ~n ~ on ~o, 
In particular, when ~ > 2, we have 
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Let Au > 0 and A~, A z >_ O, such that Au < p, where p > 1. Set 
Pk (w) := --t)(~-~k-1)P/(P-1)(p(t))-l/(P-1)dt, k = 1,2, xo<_x<_b, 
A (w) := q (w). (P1 (w)) ~=((p-1)/p)" (P2 (w)) ae((p-1)/,) (P (w)) -a'/p 
( r  (b' -- 'y1)) A'~" ( r  (I/ -- "/2)) A¢~ 






f 21-((A~+A")/p), if A~ + Av _< p, 
1, if Ac, + Au _> p. 
(18) 
If A5 = O, we obtain that, 
/ x oq(W) [I(DTJ1)(~)1 ~ • I(D=ofO (~)1 ~ + I(D~gf=)(~)1 ~ I(D=of=)(~)l~J d~ 
A~) ~ X~/p 
• [I(DLA) (~)I' + t(D:oS,)(~)I p] d~ 
(19) 
PROOF. From (13), we have 
/? "yk . 1 (w-  t) ~-vk-1 (D$ofj)(t) dt, (Dxofj) (w) = F (u -  %) o 
for k = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, and, for all xo < w < b. 
Next, applying HSlder's inequality with indices p, p/(p - 1), we get 
f I(D'~xoYJ) (w)l < r(u-1 7k) o (w - t) " -~-~ (p(t)) - t /p (p(t)) ~/p I (D;Jj) (t) I dt 
< e(u -%)  o ( (w-t)~- 'k-*(P(t ) ) -* /v) ' / (P-1)dt  
(f )"" × p(t) I(DL4)(t) r dt 
0 
- r (~,-.rk) o P (*) I (DL4)  (t) de) , 




r (. - ~) (P~ (w)) ('-1)/" p it) I(~of~) (t)[ ~ et 
o 
w 
zj (~):= p(t) l(DL4 ) (t)l p dr, 
o 
z j iw)=p(~) l (D ;o f J ) i~) l  p, zj(xo)=O, y=l , z  
(2o) 
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Hence, we have 
~o~z (~) l -  r (~ - ~) 
(p~ (~,))(~-~)1~ (z  (~))~t~, 
and 
[(D~ofj) (w)l ~ =p(w) -x"/p (z;. (w))a~/P, j = 1,2. 
Therefore, we obtain 
q(~) I(DTAf~)(~)1 ~'° l(D~'~os2) (w)t x'~ [(D~ofl)(w)l ~`~ 
z (P~ (~))~°((~-~)/~)(z~ ~o)) ~:/~ - -  < q (w) (r (~  ~))~o 
• (~ (~))~'/~ (p (~))-~/~ (~ (~))~/~ 
= A (~) (Zl (~))~°/~ (z2 (~))~o1~ (z; (~))~1~. 
Consequently, by another H61der's inequality application, we find (by plA~ > 1) 
J2~q (w)I(DT~A)(~,)l ~': I tD~+ 'o , oJ2)(w)l ~`" I (D .oA) (w) l  ~'" dw 
<_ Ao (x) (zl (w)) x"l~" (z2 (w)) x~l~ z i (w) dw 
o 
Similarly, one finds 
.£Xq(w) t (DT~A)(w)l ~''~ l(D~":~o f2) (w)l x" [(D"~of.) (~)1 ~'" d~ 
o 
<_ Ao (x) (Zl (w)) ~zl~" (z2 (w)) x=l~" z; (w) dw 
o 
Taking A~ = 0 and adding (21) and (22), we obtain 
o 
- -  
+ p(t) I(:oS~) (t)l" dt =: (*). 
o 
In this article, we are using frequently, the basic inequalities, 
2"-~ (a~ + b~) <_ (a + b F < a~ + b ~, 
a~ +b ~ <_ (a+b) ~ _< 2"-1 (a~ + b~), 
Finally, using (23),(24), and (18), we get 
(*/_< (,. Ao (x)l~,,~:o~ .~ • ~1 
1 (P2 (w)) x~((p-1)/p) 
(r (~ - ~))x' 
(21) 
(22) 
(~)1 ~:. l(D~oSlj (~) + I~D ~'* ~ D ~ , o~, (~tL ~°. I(~oS~) (~)l~J <~ 
A~ X~lp 
{ (zl (x))(x~+~)lP + (z2 (x))(~+~)lP} ( A -~ ~k~ ) 
:~ ¥ ;~. o p (t) i(D~of,) (t)l" dt 
a,b>_O, 0<r<l ,  (23) 
a,b>_O, r>_l. (24) 
LX } (A~-l-Av)/p 
• p(t )  H(D~of l ) ( t ) lP+[ (  ~of2)(t)l p] dt o 
Inequality (19) has been established. 
It follows the counterpart of the last theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. All here, as in Theorem 2. Denote 
2 ~È/A~-I, i fA~>A~, 
63 :: 
I, if A~ < A~. 
If Aa : O, then~ it holds 
oq(~)[l(D~oA)(~)]X''l(DJj(~)]:'~ + I(D~oA)(~)[~ l(~of2) d~ 




PROOF. When A~ = 0 from (21) and (22), we obtain 
~x  D "y2 D~ I ~" q(~) I(~oS~) (~)1 ~ I(~oS~) (~) d~ 
0 




o q(~) I(D~J1) (~)l~'È ](DÈx°m (~)1 ~ d~ 
< (Ao (~)ko=o) (z~ (~))~'/~" 4 (~) d~] , 
0 




o q(~) [] <D~'~ ' ,  ~o . (~)I ~'. I(D~of,)(~)I ~- + I (D~m)(~)I ~". [ (DLA)(~)I ~" ] d~ 
_<(Ao (-),.o=O){[~i (z. (.))'8/'-., ( . ) , . ]" /"  
<_ (Ao (x)<=o). 2p-~'/p. (M (x)))~'/p =: (,), 
(29) 
by 
and (23), where 
0 < A~/p < 1 
~X ~ M (x) := (z2 (w)) ~È/A~ zl (w) + (zl (w)) ~/~" (z~ (w)) dw. 0 
(30) 
Call 
I, if A/3 > A~, 
62 := 21-()'~/;~), if A~ < A~,. 
Next, we work on M(x). We have that 
) M (~) = ((z, (~,)/'~/;'" + (z, (~))~/;'" (4 (~) + 4 (~)) d,,, 
0 
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o 
(by (23),(24)) ~x  
(~2 (Z 1 (W) -~- Z 2 (//j))A~/A~ (Z 1 ('tO) -~- Z 2 ('W)) / dw 
o 
( (~ + ~) ) [(z~ (~))((~+~)/~) + (~2 (~))((~+~)/~)] 
A~ 
× [(z, (x)) ~('-+''/~'> + (z2 (~))(("+"/")] 
,.>) I,,(,,(,>+z, 
- ( (z ,  (x)) (('-+',)/'-) + (z, (~))(("+'~)/~'>)] 
(;> ((,):,.i)[,,,((,.+,,>~,.>-, ((z, (~>>(('.+',>~'-> + (,,(~);('-+'o>~'->) 
- ((~, (~))(('-+'~)/~-) + (~2 (~))(('-+'~)/~,))] 
(notice 53 = 5,2Ao/X" -- l) 
(by(2~(24)) ( .'~v ) (X)) ((Au +)~,)/)~v) 
-- (/~; ~-/~u) 53 (zl (X) -~- Z2 
i.e., we present that 
M (~) < ~e + ~ ~ (~ (~) + z~ 
Consequently, by (29) and (31), we get 
( A~, ):'~/Ps~/p(Zl(Z)+z2(x) )((x~+~,)/;) (*) <_ (Ao (x)l~.=o) 2(P-~')/P .A ,  TA ,  
= (Ao 
x ) ((x~+>,o)/p) ([ ?(t)[l(D:of~)(t)l p + I(D;of2)(~)1'] ~ 
\dx  o 
We have established (26). 
The full case, when A,, A~ ~ 0, follows. 




if As + Af~ >_ Av, 
if As + A~ ~ Av, 
and 
1, i fAa+A~+Av_>p,  
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Then, it holds 
f x ~2 D v o q(~) [ [ (D~. f , ) (~)1  ~'° I(D~o.f~)(~)I ~'' I( xo f l )  (~')1 ~'~ 
+ [(D2~S,)(*")1 ~'' I(.oS~) (~) I(.o/~) 
< A0 (x) ()~ + .k,) (.k~ + ),, + ) , . ) )  
x ) ((.X=+A~+A.)/p) 
• (f~ ~(~)(t(D:o::)(~)t' + I(D:o:.)(~)1") ~ 
o 
all xo < x < b. 
PROOF• Here, we use the basic inequality, 
a p bq ab < - -+- - ,  
P q 
where a, b > 0 and p, q > 1, such that lip + 1/q = 1. From (21), we obtain 
L 
x 
D-y~ D ~ 
_ )~ '~ (w) ) ( (~+~o) /~)  
ha 
~/p  
+ (~o ( /~-~.X~) (z2 (w))(()'~+)'~)/)~') z11(w) dw) "xv/p 
Therefore, 
f f  q (~)i (D2o.fl) (w)lX~ } (D~,~f2) (w)l ~' I(D~of~)(~)1 a~dw 
o 
_< Ao (~), (~. + ~) (~- + ~ + ~)  (z~ 
( :,~ ~ ~/~ • (~))((~o+~>/~.> , (~)d~.) ~/~} + \~T~,~) (Lo (z~ z~ 
Similarly, using (22), we find 
~ D~, 2q(w) I(~ofl) (w)l ~' i(D~J~)(~)l ~° t(D;oS2)(~)i ~ d~ 
o 
{( / < Ao (x) (),a ÷ hZ) ()~ q- )~Z + )~,,) (z2 
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Next, adding (36) and (37), we observe 
~x ~g 
o DT~ D'r" D~ It := q(w) [[( ~ofO (w)] ~ I(~of2) (w)l ~' I(~of~) (~)#" 
+ I (DZ~A)(~)I ~° I(DY'.oI2)(w)I ~ I(D".o/2)(w)] ~" ] dw 
_< .4o (x) (),~ + ~) (),~ + x~ + x,) 
x [(~ (x))((~o+~+~)/~) + (z~ (~))((~+~ +~o)/~)] 
+ \~TXfl] o (zl (W))((X~+A~)/A~) t 
(£ ) ]} + (z2 (w))  ( (x°+~) /~")  ' X. l~ z~ (~) dw 
o 
< Ao (~) (x~ + x~) (x~ + x~ + :~) 
× [(z~ (~))((~o+~,+~)/') + (z2(x))((~o+~, )/~)] 
where 
J~x  r (2 0 : :  o ((Z 1 (~0)) (<A~+A~)/'%) Z~ (W) -k (Z2 (W)) (('X=4-A~)/A~) Zlt(W)) dw. 
Again, see (30) and (31), we get 
~1~. ) (zl (x) + z2 (x)) ((~+~"+~)/~) r(x) < (~ +xz +~. (88) 
Hence, by (38), we obtain 
_< Ao (x) (~ + X~) (X~ + ~,p + ~.). 
) 
[j[~ D ~ ] ((~o+~+x~)/p) 
• o p(t) [I(D~oA)(t)JP + [(xof2) (t)J"] dt 
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We have proved 
ft_<A0(x) (As+AZ) (A~+AZ+A~)  
[// 
o D~ ~ " 
• p(w) [1(xof l )  (w)] p + I(Dxof2)(w)f]  dw] ((x~+x¢+~")/p) 
We have established (34). I 
A special important case follows. 
THEOREM 5. Let v > 3 and 71 -> 1, such that v - 71 > 2. Let fz, f2 e C~o ([a, b]) with 
f~i) (xo) = f(i) (xo) = 0, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, 
n := [,]. Here, x, xo C [a,b]: x >_ xo. Consider also, p(t) > O, and q(t) >_ 0 continuous functions 
on [Xo, b]. Let 
A~, >__ 0, 0 < A~+I < i, 
and p > I. Denote 
2 >'~/(:~+I) - i, if As > A~+I, 
03 := - (39) 
1, if An _< Aa+l, 
L (x) := 2 (q(w)) (L/:-(A-+')) dw \An  + Aa+l,] ' 
o 
and 
P1 (x) := (x - t) (u-~/1-1)p/(p-1) (p (t)) -1/(p-1) dt, (41) 
0 
( P1 (x) 
T (x) := L (x). \ ~-~- -  7-~ ' (42) 
and 
2 I-(A~+A~+~)/p, if As + Aa+l < p, 
~1 := - (43)  
1, if An + A~+I _> p, 
~) (x) := T (x) Wl. (44) 
Then, it holds 
oq(W)[lID~'' (D"+ 1~'  xo J2) 
+ I(xof2) (w) I(D'YI+I" x (w)IA'+' ] dw (45) ~, zo J 1 )  
D ~, D ~ -<~(x) P(w)( l (  =of0(w) l~+l(  =oA)(w)f )d~o a l lxo<x<b.  
o 
PROOF. For convenience, we set 
72 := 71 + 1. 
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From (13), we  obta in  
i fD~k~ ~ (w)l < 1 (w --t)~-7k-ll(D~:ofi) (t)l dt =: gi,~k (w) (46) 
soJ~J - r ( . -Tk )  o 
where j = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, all xo < w < b. We observe that 
(D~lof j (x))' = (D~o+l fj) (x) = (D~ofj) (x), (47) 
all xo < x < b. And also, 
(a,~l (w))' = a,~2 (w); a,~k (xo) = 0. (48) 
Notice that, if u - 72 = 1, then, 
_~ D u gJ,~ (~) I(~ofJ)  (t)[ dr. 
0 
Next, we apply H51der's inequality with indices 1/A~+I, 1/(1 - X~+z), we obtain 
~ D. n (D'h+le 
_ q (w) (gl,7~ (w)))'" ((92,~,~ (w))') "x"+l dw (49) 
0 
Similarly, we get 
o q(~) L ( J~)  (~)t~° I, ~o ,1~ (~)1 ~o+1 d~ 
(i-xo+~) ~ (50) 
<_ (~ (q(w)) 0/(1-~+~)) dw) (~  (g2,,1 (w)))'~/)'~+~ (g1,~1 (w))' dw) )'~+~ . 
0 0 
Adding (49) and (50), we observe 
, ~o,, (~) I(D~+~l~)(~)1 ~°+~ + I(~oi~) (~)#,  ~o -J (~)1 ~o-] ew 
+ (g~,~ (~))~o/~o+~ (g ,~ (w))' d~ 
(~3) ( £~ )(~-~o+~) _< 2 (q (~))(~/(*-ao+~)) d~ 
0 
(notice (30) and the proof of (31), accordingly, here, we have) 
(~) L (x) ((9~,~, (~))(~°+~°÷~) + (g~,~, (x)) (~°+~°+~)) 
L (x) (x - t) ~-''-* (p (t)) -*/p (p (t)) 1/p ](Dgof, ) (t)l dt 
(r (. - 7~)) (~°+~°+~) o 
+ (x t) "-'~-~ (p(t)) -Up(p(t)) 1/p I (~oA) (t)! dt 
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(applying HSlder's inequality twice, with indices p~ (p - 1) and p, we find) 
(jfxx )((p--1)/p)()~a-k)~+i) 
L (x) • (x - t) (~-~-I)p/(p-1) (p (t)) -1/(p-l) dt 
<- (r (~ - ~))(~°+~o*~) o 
D ~ ]P dr) ((~.+x~+~)/p)- • p(t) [ (xofZ) (t)[ p dt ÷ p(t) I(D~of2) (t) 
o o 
(by (23),(24)) ((pl(x))((p_l)/p)~ ()~+h~+l) 
< L(x ) . \  F (u - "/1) ) 'tM1 
[f~ 1 ((~"+~"+~)/P) 
~o Dv , • p(t )  (1( zo fl) ( t ) f  -f I(Dxof:)(t)t') dtJ
= • " D"  dtJ ¢ (x) p (t) ([ (D~o fl) (t)[ p -]- I (xof2)  (t)[P) 
o 
We have proved (45). 
Next, we treat the case of exponents )~Z -- As + ),.. 
THEOREM 6. All here, as in Theorem 2. Consider the special case A~ = A~ + Av. Denote 
Then, it holds 
(x) := Ao (x) -~-~ A~, 2(P-2~'"-3~'~)/P" 
~x x o q(~)[I(D~oS~)W)I ~° 1 (D~o~S~)W)I ~'÷~" I(D~oSl)W)I ~" 
+ t(DYofl)(w)l ~"+~" ](DL~A)w)l ~° I(xoS2) 
_< ~(x) pW) (l(~os~) w)l ~ + I(~of~) w)r)  d~ , 
0 
all xo < x < b. 
PROOF. We apply (21) and (22) for A z = As + A,, and add to get 
o q(w)[1 (D~*~ xoJl) (w)[ ~ I(D~2of2)(w)[ ~+:'" ](D;ofl)(w)l ~ 
+ I(D:~fl)W)i ~°÷~ I(D:oS~)W)I ~° I(~o~2) 
_ Ao (x) ~o (zl (w)) ;'Mx" (z2 (w)) (~'"/~)+1 z~ (w) dw 
+ o (Zl (~))(~o/~-)+~ (z  (~))~o/~- 4 (~) d~ 
_< Ao (x) 21-('~/p) (z I (w)) Ao/)~ (z 2 (w)) ('L~/'~)+I z~ (w) 
o 
-~- (Z 1 (W)) (A~/A')+i (Z2(W)) A~/'k" Z i(w)] dw} A'/p 
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(/; _< C1 (x). ([(D~ofl) (w)l p + 
0 
all Xo <_ x <_ b, where 
{2 = Ao (x) 21-('~'/p) • (zl (w) z2 (w)) x~/~" @1 (w) z2 (w))' dwj  ~'/p o 
= A° (x) 21-(£"/P) ( (zl (x) z2 (x))(A~/Au)+l ) -t- t 
- Aa ~ Au 4 
= ~ (x) (z~ (~) + z~ (~))~(~°+~)/~ 
--2(~) p(w)(I(GoA)(~)] p +l(~oh) (~) l ' )  d~ 
o 
We have established (52). 
Next, follow special cases of the above theorems. 
COROLLARY 1. (In relationship to Theorem 2, A~ = O, p(t) = q(t) = 1.) It holds 
~ ~ "Y~ D ~ (w)l :~ ] dw [I(D2oA) (~)l ~° I(D oA)(~)1~" + t(D~oh)(~)i x° I(~of2) 
o 
D ~ ) ((A,+A~)/p) 
We find that 
:= • ~1~ 
2 I-(()'~+)'~)/p), if X~ + X~ < p, 
~1 := I, if A~ + A~ >_ p. 
(p -  1)((a~p-a-)/p) 
(p _ ),,) ((p-x.)/p) 




PROOF.  Here, we need to calculate Ao(x)txz=o. From (17), we have 
( f~ )(P-~')/P 
Ao = ( A 
o 
where from (16), we get 
and here, from (15), it is 
A (~)G=o = 
(P1 (~))x.((~-wp) 
( r  (~, - -n)) ~° 
fx w P1 (~) = (~ - t) ((~-'~1-1)/(p-1)> at. 
o 
Therefore, we obtain 
and 
That is, 
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p~ l ) (w - xo) ((vp-~/~p-1)/(p-1)) 
P~ (w) = vp - "7~P- 1 
=(  p-1 ) ((~"P-~")/P) 1 
A(w)lx~=° vp- -~p-  1 ' (F (v -  ~) )  ~- 
• (w - Zo) (~"~p-:~"'~-~°)/p . 
(p -  1)((~.p-;~)/p) ) 
Ao (x )k ,=o = (~; - ~1; - -1 )  (-(~°p-~°)/p---~ ( r  (~ - .yl))~o 
(p -  1)((;~P-)~o)/P) 
((,X~vp (P - "X~)((P-a")/v) 
A~p_-  ~ + p -  ~)((p-~)/~) ) } i 
• (x - xo) ((~"~p-~°~lp-~+p-~")/p) . il 
COROLLARY 2. (_Tn relationship to Theorem 2, A~ = O, p(t) = q(t) = 1, A~ = )~ = 1, p = 2.) 
In detail, let u, ~/1, "72 >- 1, such that v - ~/1 >-- 1, v - "Y2 >_ 1 and f l , f2  E C~o ([a,b]) with 
f~i)(Xo) = f~i)(Xo) = O, i =- O, 1,. . . ,  n - 1, n := Iv]. Here, x, x0 C [a, b]: x _ x0. Then, it holds 
f f  [l(D~tf~)(w)] I(D~.of~)(~)1 + [(D~of2)(~)l I(D;of~)(w)l] d~ 
o (56) 
a11xo < x < b. 
PROOF. We apply Corollary 1. Here, 51 = 1 and 
Furthermore, we have 
Finally, we get 
A~, / ,x,~/p 1 
~.~. =~" 
:( 1 
r (v - 71) v/2v - 271 - 1) • (4~ l v~)  • (x- xo) (v-'~) • 
(x - xo) (~-~) 
c~ (~) = 2r  (~ - ~)  ~=-~2~ - 2~ - 1 
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COROLLARY 3. (In relationship to Theorem 3, A~ : O, p(t) : q(t) = 1.) It holds 
~ x "~2 ~ v ~ D7 2 v o [I(D~om~, (")l;" I(D~oS, 0,,)l x" + l(~oS~) (~)P I(D~om (,,,)ixJ d,,, 
D v ___ c , (x )  [I(D:%/1)(~)t p+1( .oS,)(")t'] a~ 
o 
all xo ~_ x ~_ b, where 
C2(x) := (Ao(x)Ix:=o)2(P-X.)l" \An+A,  / a~ "1", 
(2  x~/x - -1 ,  i f )~z>),~,  
5s : :  <~c 1, if l~ < l . .  
We find that 
{( (;- 1)((x'~-x')/~) ) 
(Ao (x)lx==o) = (F (u - y2)) x~ (vp - 72P - 1) ((x~p-xn)Ip) 
(A~up - AZ72p - A~ + p -  A.) ((p-x~)/p) 




PROOF. Here, we need to calculate 
From (17), we have 
Ao (x)lxo=o. 
Lx ) (p--X.)/p 
go (x ) ix . :  o : (A  (~)lxo=oY/<~-~°) dw 
o 
where from (16), we get 
and here, from (15), it is 
Therefore, we obtain 
and 
A(W)IA~=O -~- (-92 (w)) A~((p-1)/p) 
f 
q,,o 
= (w - t) ('-72-1)p/(p-1) dr. P2 (w) J~o 
p - 1 ) (w - xo) ((~p-v~p-n/(p-I)) 
P~ (") : ~ ; :~sT-  ~ 
A (w)]~=o = (p - 1)(<xPP-~')/v) (w - xo) (<~'p-~'p'~-~È)/p) 
(vp - ~mP - 1) ((~'p-~)/p) iF (u - 72)) ~" 
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That is, 
A0 (~)I~,=0 = ( 
(p _ p”P-wP) 
(up - y&q - l)((A~p-A~)‘p) (I? (u - y2p ) 
.(I x ((Xpvp-X,rzP-X,)l(p-x,)) dw > ((P-x”)lP) (w -x0) x0 
i( (P-1) ((bP--%3)/P) = (VP-Y2P- 1) ((bP-b)lP) (r (u _ r2))b ) 
.( 
(p _ ~,)((PWP) 
(X,up - xp-f2p - A, + p - x,)((p-x”)‘p) )I 
,(,~,o)~~x,~P-x,Y2P-x,+P-x,~/P~ 
I 
COROLLARY 4. (In relationship to Theorem 3, A, = 0, p(t) = q(t) = 1, xp = A, = 1, p = 2.) 
In detail, let V, yl, 72 2 1, such that v - y1 2 1, v - 72 2 1 and fi, f2 E C& ([u,b]) with 
(9 fi (9 ($0) = f2 (20) = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, 72 := [v]. Here, LC, 20 E [a, b] : z 1x0. Then, it holds 
. ( Jz WA (a2 + p:,fi (w),2> dw) , IO 
all x0 5 x 5 b. 
PROOF. We apply Corollary 3. Here, 6iy’p = 1, 2(P-xu)‘P = 4, 
Furthermore, we have 






(x - zo)(+ 
fir (u - “12) JF=-g2v - 272 - 1 ) . 
Finally, we get 
/ 
” (x) = L 
(x - x0)(-) 




CoRoLLARY 5. (In relationship to Theorem 4, A, = XP = xv = 1, P = 3, p(t) = q(t) = 1.) It 
holds 
J z wm (w)l pzg2> (w)l I(D,“,fl) (w)l 
+ib::fd @‘)I \(~;:,.f2) @)I I(D&f2) (w)I] dw (61) 
5Ao(r)(ti+$).(~;( 1 (%fl) @‘)I3 + 1 (%,.fi) (41”) dw) , 
allxo<x<b. Here, 
Ao (x) = 
4 (x _ xo)(271-72) 
r (u - n) r (U - 72) [3 (3~ - 371 - 1) (3 - ST2 - 1) (b - Yl - 72)]2’3 ’ 
6-W 
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PROOF. We apply inequality (34). Here, ~1 = 3, "~2 -= 1, and 
Q Au )A~/p 1 
(A~ + ~) (As + A~ + A~) = -~" 
Furthermore, 
The product of the last two quantities is (~/2+ 1/¢/6). It still remains to find Ao(x)  for this case. 
Here, by (17), 
Ao (x) = A (w) 3/2 dw , 
k J  x o 
and, by (16)~ 
A(~)  = 
Also, by (15), we have for k = 1,2, 
r ( .  - 7~) r ( .  - 72) " 
•fx 
w 




Finally, we get 
A (w) = 
Pk ('W) = 2 (?J2 -- 2::0) (3u-33'k-1)/2 
(3u - 33`k - 1) 
, k = 1, 2,  
2 4/3 ('W -- X0) ((6~-371-33'2-2)/3) 
I ~ (U -- 3'1) I~ (U -- 3'2) (3// -- 371 - 1) 2/3 (3u - 3'72 - 1) 2/3. 
24/3 "~ 
Ao (x) = r (u - "/1) V (u - 3`2) (3u -- 33` ---~  1) 2/3 (3u - 33`2 - 1) 2/3 ) 
. ( fx I  (W -- XO)((6Y--3~fI--3~/2--2)/2) dew) 2/3 
4. (z - xo) (2~-'~-'~) 
r (Y -- 3`1) F (/1 -- 3'2) [3 (3U - 33'1 - 1) (3u - 33'2 - 1) (2u - 3"1 - V2)] 2/3" 
COROLLARY 6. ( In  relationship to Theorem 5, A~ - 1, £,+1 = 1/2, p -- 3/2, p(t) = q(t) = 1.) 
In detail, Iet u > 3 and 71 > 1, such that u-3 '1  > 2. Let f l ,  f2 E C ~ ([a,b]) with f f f )  -- -- _ 2C o
(xo) = f~) (~o)  = 0, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n -  1, n := [.1. Here, x,  xo e [a,b] : ~ >_ ~o. Then, it holds 
I ...... ] 
x D "n D~ ~+1~ ~ D w (w) dw 
-- ~Tx~(X) [J~xl ( [ (x° f l )  (11J)]3/2-~-t(x°f2) 
(63) 
all xo < x < b. Here, we t~nd 
(~/' 2 2 )  (x - z°) ((3~-3"vl- 1)/2) . . . . .  
+ (x )  = 3u  - 33`, - (F  (u  - . ) , , ) )3 /2  " 
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PROOF. We apply inequality (45). Here, w~ = 1, that is, ~(x) = T(x), and 03 = 3. Furthermore, 
we find L(x) = x/2(x - x0), and 
P1 (x) = (x --  X0) (3u-3"h-2) 
(3u - 371 - 2) 
Thus, 
T (x)=v/2 (x - zo). ( (z - z°)((3"-3~-~)/3) 
\ V(a .  - ~1 - ~) 
3/2 V/2  " (X -- Z0) ((3u-3,yl-1)/2) 
r (/I' -- "~1)) - -  ( Ia (// -- "Yl)) 3/2" x/3u - 3ff~ - 2"  
COROLLARY 7. 
/ff D7 ~ tD~.~ ~ [x~+x~ D~ [;~. o [1( Zo fx) (~,)1~'° I, .o,. (w) I( ~o:0 (~) 
+ I(DZg h ) (w)[ ~°+~" I 1(D  of ) dw 
(/; ) -<:(~) [1( .oSO(~,)l '<~'°+~''> +(1(.oS,) d~ , 
o 
(In reIationship to Theorem 6, p = 2(A~ + Au) > 1, p(t) = q(t) = 1.) It holds 
(65) 
xo < x < b. Here, 
and 
where 




:= ( r (~.  ~0) ~° ( r ( . -  ~) )~+~ 
( • 2),,~v + 2A~.u - 2A~,~ - 2~,,/~ - (68) 
• ( 2A= + 2A, - 1 1) ((2)'~+2A~-1)/2) 
' \4A2~u+6Ao, A~,u- 2A~'7~-2A,~A.'y~-2A2y~-4A,~A ,72+2A~u_2A2,72 j , (69) 
and 
0 :=(4:,~. + 6:,o.~.-- 2~,~-yl- 2:,~:,..~1- 2:,b2 - 4 :w,~ + 2:,~,- 2:,b~) 
2Aa + 2Av (70) 
PROOF• We apply inequality (52). Constant T(x) comes from (51) and assumption on p here. 
Still, we need to determine Ao(x). Here, from (17), we have 
Ao (x) -- o (A (w)) 2(A~+A")/2A~+A" dw) (2~+A~)/2(A~+A~), 
where, from (16), we get 
A (w) -- (PI (w)) ~°~2~+2~-~)/<2~+2~)) (I'2 (~))((2~+2~-i) /~) 
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and, from (15), we find for k = 1, 2, 
fw 
Pk (w) = J~]o (w - t) ( ' -~- I ) ( (2x~+2~' ' ) t (2~'+2~' -1) )  dt. 
Hence, for k = 1, 2, 
Pk (w) = (2,Xc~ J- 2Au - 1) (w - xo) ((2x~u+2)~"u-2x~7~-2"%Tk-1)j(23'~+2`%-i)) 
(2X~u + 2Xuu - 2Aa'yk -- 2AuTk -- 1) 
and 
A (~) : ~ (~ - xo) 
~2 2 2 
--4A~v~2 - A2~2+2A2vv-2A~ -h.) 
(2A¢~ -[-2 ~k v) 
Final ly,  we obtain 
L (4A~ u+6A~ Au u -  2A2~ 3'I - 2A~"/2- 2Aa Au 3'1 ) 
x -4A~Au~2-2A~q'2 +2A2u-2A~ -Au) 
Ao (z) = ~ . (w - -  xo) - -  (~; ,<,+x, , )  dw 
o 
= oo* (x - zo) ~ 
COROLLARY 8. ( In  relationship to Theorem 6, p = 4, h~ = )t~, = 1, p(t) = q(t) = 1.) I t  holds 
f z 71 DT~ D u [](D~ofl) (w)] ((xof2) (w))21(~ofl) (w)l 
o 
+ ((DTJ0 (~))~ I (D71 ~o f2)(w)[ I(D':oA)(~)l] d~ 
(/ ) -- ix D ~ , 
o 
all Xo < x < b. Here, 
and 
-4o (z) 
T* (x) - v~ ' 
Ao (x )  = ~*  (~ - xo)  ° , 
where 
1 ( 3  
r ( .  - 71)  ( r  ( ,  - .72)) 2 4 .  - 4.71 - 
( 3 .~ 3/4 
\ 8 12u - 4"71 - .72.] 
3/4 
li 
• ( 3  3j2 
4u - 4")/2 -- 1 ] ' 
and 
:= 3u - 71  - 22'2. 
PROOF. We prove Corol lary 8 by Corol lary 7. 
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THEOREM 7. Let u, 71, 75 > 1, such that u -  ")'1 ) 1, u -  72 > 1 and f l  f2 E C ~ ([a, b]) 
with f~O(xo) = S(0(xo) = 0, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n -  1, n := [u]. Here, x, xo ~ [a,b] : x >_ xo. 
Consider p(x) >_ 0 continuous function on [xo, b]. Let Aa, A 3, Av > O. Set 
(x - xo) ("x°-"~°+"~'-'~';''+l) lip (x) Iloo (77) 
p (x) := (u),~ - ,-y~.k. + uA 3 - :y~),/~ + 1) (F (u - ')'I + 1)) ~ (F (u - .y~ + 1)) ~"  
Then, it holds 
oP(W) [I (D~o~A)(~.)I ~ I:D'~,., , oJ2: (w)l :'' I(D~of~)(w)l ~" 
+ I(D~of 1) (w)l ~° I(D~o/~)(~)1 ~° I(~oS=) 
< :(x)[IID:0SllI2~o+~.)+ IID:0S, II2, + IID:0S~.II2, + IID:0S~II~o+~.)] 
a1I xo < x < b. 
PROOF. From (13), we get for j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2, that  
(// ) D~ ~ . 1 (w- t )  " - '~-1  dt  [[D;of~[to °
_ 1 (~-~o) "-~ IID~oS~II~ 
r ( . -  7~) (.  - 7,) 
That is, 
D~ ~ (w - Zo) ("-~k) [(~ofJ) (~")l-< r ( . -~  + 1) IID~o:'IL' 
all xo < w < b. Then, we have 
[(D~fl) (~)1 ~ < (~ - x°)("-~l)~° v Ac~ - ( r ( . -  ~ + 1)) ~o fID~°Slt]~ ' 
] [D~2, ~ (w - zo) ( ' -~)~ , ~ 
z/ A~ I (Dx"oS~)¢~)1 ~ -< IID~oS~It~ •
Multiplying (80)-(82), we obtain 
l iD ~ '~ zoSl: (w)l ~o I (D~J2)(w)l ~ I(D"~ofl)(w) I :~" 
<-- ( r ( , _7~ +1))~o (r ( ,_72+1))~,  ]lD~ofl][~ IID"~of~l[~. 
Similarly, we observe 
~2 (w - zo) ("-z2)~' 
I(D~o]l) (~)1 ~ -< 
u A~ 
(r ( . -  z~ + 1)) ~o llV~o:111oo, 
I (D'"*', zoJ2) (w)I >'~ - < (w-x°)("-'~)>"~ 
(1~(// --'~1 "~ 1)) :~ IIDx°f2ll°°' 











Multiplying (84)-(86), we get 
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! (DYo f l ) (~) t  ~' I( Dr~=oS2) (w)l ~ l( D'~oS~) (~)1 ~" 
-< (r(v_~2+x))X,(r(v_7~+i))x: IID~oAil~ II xo f2  ~ • 
Adding (83) and (87), we have 
l (DTJ i )  (vo)l x° I(D ~<x 
÷ I( .oS )(~)1 ~° I(D:oA) (~)1 ~° I(.of2) (w) 
< (~,_  ~o)( '~: - r .~o+'~. - ' , .~, )  (88) 
- ( r  (~ - '71 + 1)) x° ( r  ( .  - ~2 + i ) )  ~' 
F I~-  ° u,,%~+,k 
" L -~oSl l lo~ ~ I ID;o/211~ + IID;onll~ D'=o,21io~" "~°+<]  - 
It follows that 
o;(~o ) [I(DL, A) (~)t  ~: Dr: 
+ ],D~:+ ' ,  :o- , (~)1 ~' I( D~':of2) (~)1 ~° I( D':oS2) (~)1 ~" ] d~ 
lip (x)i1~o rio (~ - *°) ( 'x°-~'x°+~'-r=~") d~ < 
- (P  (~' - 71 ÷ 1))  )''~ (P  (v  - "72 + 1))  )'' 
• I ID~of2 l l~ + I ID~oAIIoo ~0,2 o~ J 
< P(~)[11 ,of12(~o+~.) D" " ,,2~, . 2~, D" " ,,2(~=+~.)] D~ + .oSllio~ +IIDx0AI I~ + :oS2/l~o j-  - -  2 c~ 
We have established (78). I 
Some speoM c~ses to the last theorem follow. 
THEOREM 8. (Assume, as in Theorem 7, k n = 0.) It hoIds 
L op(~) [IgD r~ ' ,  =0.1) (w)l a° i(D:oA)(w)l x~ + i(D r*~0f2) (w) t x~ I(DLh)(~)[~"] dw 
(89) 
-< (.x: - '7,x: + 1)(r (. -'71 + 1)) ~°)  ~ + IID:°f=II°° ] '  
all xo < x < b. 
PROOF• The proof of Theorem 8 is similar to the proof for Theorem 7. | 
THEOREM 9. (In relationship to Theorem 7, AZ = A~ + A,.) It holds 
Lz  ~ D r2 op(w) [l(D~of~)(~)l ~° I (~o: , )  (~')1 ~°+~" I(D~oA)(~')I A" 
+ I rD~:< ~ (~)l ~°+~ I(:oS2) (~)1 ~° I(zos~) 
<( (~ _ ~o)(2.~o_r~xo+~x _~o_~x.+~).  iiv (~)ll ~ i))~°+~" ) (90) 
• (u -~ - , ,2 (~*~. )  D ~ x~+x. ) )  t, '~ofl l l~ + I1( ~of2)ll~ , ~11 x0 < x < b. 
PROOF. The proof of Theorem 9 is similar to the proof for Theorem 7. 
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THEOREM 10. 
Here, 
(In relationship to Theorem 7, A, = O, As = A5. ) It  holds 
/; 
z, 2Aa D" 2Aa 
(91) 
p* (x) := (2uAa - 71A~ -'-72A---77 1)(F (------7S 7~-T1)) ~--~ (F (--~- 72 + 1))~ 
(92) 
/ 
PROOF. The proof of Theorem 10 is similar to the proof for Theorem 7, when A. = 0, we follow 
the proof and we obtain 
L x D72 fD'~2*, (w)[ ~ ] oP(~)[l(DZ~of~)(~)l~=](~of ) (~)1 ~' ÷1 \ xo "11) (~)1~" I(DZ~f~) d~ 
(93) 
D v v ~ D v , _< p(x)[11 ~of~ll~ ° IID;of~ll~ + IID~of~ll~ II :of~ll~ °] 
all x0 _< x _< b, which inequality is, by itself, of interest• Then, setting As = A 3 into (93) and (77), 
we derive (91). | 
THEOREM 11. (In relationship to Theorem 7, As = O, Aft = Av.) I t  holds 
L ~ D ~ D ~ (w) i~e]dw oP(~) [l(DT~k)(~)1 ~' I( xo :1) (W)] Af~ -~- ](DTJ~)(~)1 ~' I ( :of:)  
(94) 
. . . . . . . . . . .  (D~o/1)II~ + I1( :o/~)11~'] \(~, - ~ ,  + 1) ( r  (~ - ~ + 1)) x~ 
all xo < x < b. 
PROOF. Again, we follow the proof of Theorem 7. | 
COROLLARY 9. (//1 relationship to Theorem 10 and, all as in Theorem 7, A~ = 0, ),~ = A/% 
72 = 71 + 1.) I t  holds 
U op(~)[l(DT,ok)(~)l~':lfD.,,+~+, 7:t+1 D "h (~)1 ~o] d~ . :o , .  (~)1 ~: + I(D:o k)(~)1 ~° I(:os=) 
<(  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (x - "o)(2"~-2~'~°-~°+') ,,, (x),,~ ) (95) 
- (~ .A .  - 2~.  - ~ .  + 1) (~ - ~)~o ( r  (~ - ~x)):ao 
• [IID=oS, II~ + II :om, ll~ ], all xo < x < b. 
PROOF. The proof of this corollary is obvious. | 
COROLLARY 10. (//1 relatioship to Corollary 9.) In detail, let v, 71 -> 1, such that v -71  >_ 2 and 
f l ,  f2 e C;o ([a, b]) with f~O(xo) = f( i ) (xo) : O, i = O, 1 , . . .  ,n -  1, n := [u]. Here, x, xo e [a,b] : 
x > x0. Then, 
o [IrD'~" ~o,U (~)1 I, ~o ,~J (~)1 ÷ I(D:o f l)(w) I I(D'~of2)(w)l] dw 
(96) 
-< 2( . _~, )~( r ( . _~, ) )~)  [llD¢oS, ll~+ll ~o:~11~] ailxo <x<b.  
PROOF. The proof of this corollary is obvious. | 
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PROPOSITION 1. 2(nequality (96) is sharp, in fact, it is attained when f l  = f2. 
PROOF. Clearly, (96) collapses to 
/: ( ) [(D11ofl ) (w)[ ,(D ~+t~ 1) (w)[ dw < (x -xo)  2(~-~) ~ .2 o _ 2 ( . _ - -~)2( -~-~-_ : r~) )  2 HD~of~[Ioo, (97) 
all xo < x < b. 
In [2], see Propositions 9 and 10. We proved that (97) is sharp, in fact, it is attained. | 
4. APPL ICAT IONS 
We present a uniqueness of solution result for a system of fractional differential equations. 
THEOREM 12. Let u, 3'~ >- 1, v -7~ >_ 1, i = 1 , . . . , r  e N, n := [~], f j  E C~([a,b]), j = 1,2; 
f~i)(a) = aij E R, i = O, ! , . . .  ,n  - 1. Furthermore, we have, for j = 1,2 that 
I~ 7 i  r (D~fs) (t) = F~ (t, {(D:~fl) (t)}~=l, {(D, f2) (t)}~=l), all t e [a, b]. (98) 
Here, Fj are continuous functions on [a, b] x ~ x R ~, and satisfy the Lipschitz condition, 
I I ! IF~ (t,z~,.. .  ,z~,y~,.. .,y~) - vj (t, z , . . . ,z~,y~, . . . ,y '~) l  
< ~ [q~,~,j (t)tz~ - ~1 + q:,,,j ( t ) ly,  - y~l], y = 1, 2, (99) 
i=1  
where ql,i,j(t), q2,~,j(t) >_ O, 1 < i < r are continuous functions over [a,b]. Call 
Ml,i := max ([[qLi,1]l~, IIq2,i,21[oo) and M2,i := max (]]q2,i,1]loo, [[qLi,21[oo) • (100) 
Assume here, that 
~(f~ v~M2'i'~ (F  (u -  7i) ~x /2u-  2"Y~ -i ( b - a )  ~ ~ ) ¢* (b) := '----! +- - -A - / .  <1.  (101) 
i=1  
Then, if system (9S) h~ two pairs of solutior~ (11, f~) and f i t ,  f ; ) ,  we pro,e that f j  = f ; ,  
j = 1, 2, that is, we have uniqueness of solution. 
PROOF. Assume there are two pairs of solutions (fl, f2), (f~, f~) to system (98). Set gj := 
fj - f~*, j = 1,2. Then, g~¢) = f(¢) - f7 (i) and g~i)(a) = 0, i -- 0,1,. . .  ,n  - 1; j = 1,2. It holds 
(D~g~) (t) = Fj (t, {(D~'f~) (t)}~.=~, {(D~ fu) (t)h=~) 
"r * t r . - Fj (t, {(D2'f~ ) (t)}~=~, {(D£f2) ()}~=~) 
Hence, by (99), we have 
?, 
_ "Yi 
i= l  
Thus, 
[(D~gj) (t)[ _< [llql,i,j[]oo I(D~ gl)(t)[ + l[q2,~,yll~ [(D~g2) (t)[]. 
i=1  
The last implies that 
[(O{gj) (t)[ 2 < ~ []lql,i,J Hoo l(D{~gl) (t)[ i(D~gj)(t)[ + tlq2,~,jll~ ](D~'g2) (t)[ I(DXgj)(t)l I . 
i=1  
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Consequently, we observe 
s := ((D~g~) (t)) 2 + ( (og~)  (t)) 2 
-< Ilq~#,xll~ I(D:~g~) (t)l I(D~gl) (t)l at + IIq2,~,tll~ I(D:~g2) (t)l t(D~gl) (t)t at 
i= l  
+ liql#,2l[oo [(D•'gl) (t)l [(D;g2) (t)] dt + [Iq2,i,21loo I(D:~g2) (t)] I (ag2)  (t)[ dt 
i=1  
_< MI# [[(D:'gl) (t)[ I(DZg~)(t)[ + [(D2'gu)(t)l I(og2) (t)l] dt 
i=1  
r b 
+ y-] M2# L [l(D2g2)(t)l [(DXgl) (t)t + I(D~gl)(t)[ I(DXg2)(t)[] dt (,). 
i=1  
However, by Corollary 2, we obtain 
L b D" [l(D2~gl) (t)l I(DX.ql) (t)] + I(D72q2) (t)l I (ag2)  (t)l} dt (lO2) ( (b-a)"-'~ ) . I .  
Also, by Corollary 4, we find 
L b D ~ [l(D2'g~) (t)l I(D~gl)(t)l + I(D~'gl) (t)l I(~g2) (t)l] dt (lO3) 
--- 27 - 1 
Therefore, by (102),(103), we get 
(*) < MI,~ 2F(u_T / )  uv /F -=-~42u_27~_ 1 
i= l  
( (b-a)~-~ ).i1 =¢.(b)i" + M2# v~F (u - ~/i) ~ v/2u 2~'i - 1 
a.e. in [a, b]. 
I , e . ,  
((D~gl) (t)) 2 = O, ((n~g2) (t)) 2 = 0, a.e. in [a,b]. 
That is, 
12 t . (D~gl) (t) = 0, (D~g2) ( ) = 0, a.e. in [a, b] 
But, for j = 1, 2, we got that 
(a) = 0, 0<i<n-1 .  
Hence, from fractional Taylor's Theorem 1, see (7), we find that gj(t) = 0 on [a, hi. That is, 
fj = f~, j = 1, 2, proving the uniqueness claim of the theorem. | 
Next, we give upper bounds on D~fj, solutions fj, etc., all involved in a system of fractional 
differential equations. 
We have established that 
I _< ¢* (b) I. (104) 
If I ~; 0, then, ¢*(b) _> 1, a contradiction by assumption (101), that ¢*(b) < 1. Therefore, I = 0, 
implying that 
((D~a~) (t)) 2 + ( (D~g2)(t ) )  2 = 0, 
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THEOREM 13. Let u, ~/i ___ 1, u -~  > 1, i = 1 , . . . , r  E N, n := [u], f j  e a~([a,b]), j = 1,2; 
f~)(a)  = O, i = O, 1 , . . . ,  n -  1, and 
(D~fj) (a) = Aj e R. 
Furthermore, for a < t < b, we have, holding the system of fractional differential equations, 
7 r , t r , , (D~fj)' (t) = Fj (t, { (D£f l )  (t)}~= 1, (D~fl) (t) {(D2' f2)  ( )}i=1 (D~f2) (t)) (105) 
for j = 1, 2. Here, Fj are continuous functions on [a, b] x N r+l x I~ r+l ,  such that 
IFj (t, x l , z2 , .  .. , z~,xr+ l ,m, .  ., ,yr ,Y~+I) I  
<_ ~ [ql,ij (t) [xi] + q2,i,j (t) lyd] , 
(106) 
i= I  
where ql,i,j(t), q2,i,j(t) ~ O, 1 < i < r, j = 1, 2, are continuous functions on [a, b]. Call 
Ml,i  := max (l lql, i , l l l~, Hq2,~,2H~) and M2,i := max (llq2,~,lllc¢, Hql#,2]l~) • (107) 
Also, we set (a < x < b) 
0 (x) := ( (D~f l )  (x)) 2 + ((D~f2) (x)) 2 , (108) 
2 2 (109) p := A 1 + A , 
( ) Q(x) := (M l , i+v~M2, i ) "  I ' (u -7 , )~- -~v-27~- I  ' 
i= l  
and 
Then, 
Consequently, it holds 
(111) 
v~-(x)  <_ x (x) ,  ~ < x < b. (112) 
l (D :4 )  ¢)1 <- x ¢ ) ,  
/: 1 (x t) "-I tfj (x)l <- ~(u) - X (t) dr, 
for j = 1, 2, a < x < b. Also, it holds that  
f X 1 (~ - t) "-~'-~ x (t) dr, 
r (~, - -y{) 
:D'~,f ~ o ~:(z)i < 
for j = l,2; i = l , . . . , r ,  a < x < b. 
PROOF. We observe that  
a l la<x<b.  
v ~ t u ~¢ t r , , (D~fy) (t). (D J j )  (t) = (D~fj) (t). F~ (t, ((D~ fl) ( )}i--1 (D~fl) (t) 
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Then, we integrate the last equality, 
fff (D~fj) (t). (t)) ((D~fj)' dt 
=f~ 
(Dafj) (t)" Fj (t, {(D~f l )  (t)}[=l, (D~fl) (t) ~ , { (Da ' f~. ) ( t )} i= 1 , (D~/2)  (t)) dt. 
(x - a) (~-~) 
+ M2# v~F (~ - 7i)  ~ ~/2u - 
/: = p + Q (x) 0 (t) dr. 
That is, we get 
2vi_ l ) ' ( /aZO(t )dt l}  
0 (x) <_ p + Q (x) 0 (t) dr, (116) 
a l la  < x < b. Here, p>_ O, Q(x) > o, Q(a) =0,  0(x) > 0, a l la  <x  < b. Solving the integral 
inequality (116), exactly as in [5, pp. 224,225, Application 3.2 and inequalities (44),(47)], we find 
that 
v/0 (x) _< X (x), a < x < b. (112) 
Then, (113) is obvious. 
Next, from (9), we have llX 
IfJ (z)l < r -~ (z - t) ~-1 ID"~fj (t)l dt <_ ~(u)  (x - t) ~-1 X (t) dt, 
all a < x < b, j = 1, 2, proving (114). 
Hence, we get 
i/: ((D~f~) (t)) 2 < ](D~fj)(t)[ IFj.. .[ dt 2 
:: 1 _< I(DXfj) (t)l {ql:,~ (t)I(D2ff~) (t)l + q2#,j (t)I(D2ff2) (t)l} dt i=1  
Ilql,i,j]lcc I(DXfj) (t)l ](Da~fl)(t)l dt 
i=1  
v "/i + Itq2#,jl]~ I(Dofj) (t)L I(Do f2)(t)l dt  . 
Thus, we obtain 
((DEfy) (x)) 2 <_ A~ + 2 IIql,i,jI[oc" ](D~"fs) (t)I I(Da~'fl) (t)l dt 
i=1  
/: } + Irq2#,jtl~ I(DXfj) (t)k I(D~f2) (t)l dt . 
Consequently, we write 
O(x)<fl+2 1,i [l(D•fl)(t)l I(DX'fl)(t)l+l( J 2 ) ( t ) l  I(D~'f2)(t)]] dt 
/=1  ~ a a 
1 x } D u u + M2# [ l ( J2 )  (t)r I(D2ffl) (t)l + I(DJ1)(t)l t(D2ff2) (t)H dt 
{ ( (x--a)(V-'r~) ) (fax } (by (56),(60)) 2F (u - 7~) ~x/2u  - 27i - 1 _< p+2. . .~  MI# • O(t) dt 
i=1  
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Finally, f rom (13), we  find 
/: ! (x - ~).-~{-1 i(D~fj ) (t)l dt I(D2%) (x)l _< r (~ - G~) 
Z 1 (X -- t) u -y ' - I  X (t) dr, <- r (u -  7d 
all a < x < b, j = 1,2, i = 1, . - -  ,r ,  proving (115). [] 
In the final appl ication, we give similar upper  bounds to Theorem 13, but  under different 
conditions. 
THEOREM 14. Let a # b, u >_ 3, 7~ >-- 1, u - 7i >_ 1, i = 1, . . .  ,r E N, n := [u], f j  E C"~([a,b]), 
j = 1,2; f}i)(a) = 0, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n -  1, and 
(DXf~) (a) = Aj e a. 
Furthermore, for a < t < b, we have, holding the system of fractional differential equations, 
(D~fj) '  (t) = Fj (t, {(D~f l )  (t)}~=l, (D~fl)  (t), 
(117) 
{(DaY'f2) (t)}[= 1 , (D~f2) (t)) ,  for j = 1, 2. 
For fixed i. E {1, . . .  ,r}, we assume that ~//.+1 = "Yi. -F 1, and u - 3% >- 2, where 7i., 7{.+1 E 
{71, . . .  ,7~}. Ca11 k := 7i., "Y := "Yi. + 1, i.e., 7 = k + 1. Here, Fj are continuous functions on 
[a, b] x ~r+l  X R r+l ,  such that 
IFj (t, Xl ," ' '  ,:T'r,Xr+I,Yl,' '", Y~, Y'+~)I 
< q~,j (t)I~. I ~  + q~,J (t)ly. I~1 ,  (118) 
where 
ql,j, q2,j ~ O, ql,j (t), q2,j (t) >_ 0 
continuous functions over [a, b]. Put 
M :-- max (llql,~ll~, tlq~,ltl~, tlql,211~, tlq2,211~), 
O(z):=l(DXA)(xDl+i(DXf2)(x)l, a<x<b,  
p:= I& l+ l& l .  
Also, we define 
We assume that 
Call 
all a < x < b. Then, 
Q(x)  := 2M.  3u-  3k -  2 " (-r (~-  k )~ ' 
G := IIQ (x ) l l~ ,  a < x < b. 
(x) := 
(b - a) av~ < 2. 
(x - a) .  (~ - Q (x) ) .  [~p~ (x - a) - 4p3/~] + 4p 








o (~) < 4 (~),  (126) 
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in particular, it holds 
l(n~fj) (x)l < ~ (~), 
all a < x < b. Furthermore, we find 
j= l ,  2, (127) 
~a x
1 (~ - t) ~-~ ~ (t) dr, 
// .~, . 1 (x - t) ~-~' -~ ~ (t) dr, ](D~ f j)(x)]  <_ F(v - -~)  
j= l ,2 ,  i= l , . . . , r ,  a l la<x<b.  
PROOF. For a < x < b, we get 
// f IDofj) it) et = Fj it, {(D~'A) (t)},=~, (DXA) it), {(D~'/2) (t)K=a, (DXf2) it)) dt. 
That is, 
f (D~fj) (x) = Aj + Fy (t , . . . )  dr. 
Then, we observe 
(128) 
(129) 
I(D~fj) (x)] <_ {Aji + ~= ]Fj (t,..-)1 dt 
_ IAjl +/" [.,,, (t)I(D~S0 (t)l V/I(D~+'S2)(t)l 
+ q2,j (t) l k ] (D.f2) (t)l V/I(D2+ls,)(t)l dt 
(f[ <_ IAjI + M k I(Do/1) (~)1V/I ("~÷V2)(~)1 
Hence, 
(/;[ ~ I ) e(x) <p+2M i (Do/,)(t) l~l(D~+l/~)(t)l+ I k _ (Do,f2) (t) I V/I(D~+~A)(t)l dt 
(by (63),(64)) ( t (  2 ) ) ( (x :a ) ( ' ' - ' - ' ) /2 )~ 
< p + 2M 3 . -  3k -  2 " (r ( .  - k)) ' / '  ] 
• ( / / ( , ( .~. . ) ( . ) , . , .  ~,(.:,., (.),.,.).) 
< p+2M 3 . -3k -2  " ( r ( . -k ) ) ' / '  ] 
D ~ dr ) .  • ( / i  = (I(D~fl)(t)l + I ( . f2 )  (t)l) 3/2 
We have proved that 
0(x) < p+ Q (x). ~a = (0 (t)) 3/2 dt, 
all a < x < b. Notice that O(x) > O, p > O, Q(x) >_ O, and Q(a) = 0, also, it is a > 0. 
Call 
0 _< w (x) := ~"  (8 (t)) 3/2dt, w(a)=0,  a l la<x<b.  
(13o) 
(131) 
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That  is, 
and 
Hence, we rewrite (130) as 
~' (~) = (o (~))3/~ _> o 
o (~) = (d  (~)) : /3,  all a < x < b. 
so that 
(d  (~) )m < p + ~ (~) < p + ~ + ~ (~), 
for ~ > 0, arbitrarily small. Hence, 
~,' (~) < (p + ~ + ~ (x))  ~/~ , a < z < b. 
Here (p + ~ + ow(x) )  ~/2 > 0. In particular, it holds 
d (t) < (p + ~ + z~ (t)) 3/2 , a < t < x, 
and 





- p+E+aw(t ) )  -~12 <1.  
Therefore, after integration, we have 
j / (  ) - d ( ;  + ~ + ~ (t)) -~/2 <_ 
and 
+ ~ (t)) x ° (x - a) 
(p  + s -1 /2  ° ! ~ • 
That is, 
(p + ~)-1/~ _ (p + ~ + ~w (x))- l /~ < ! (~ _ a) 
-2  
and 
(p + ~)-1/2 _ ~_ (x _ a) < (p+ ~ + ~w (x ) ) -1 /2  
2 
i.e.~ 
2 - ~ (p + ~)1/2 (x - a) i < 
2 (p + ~)1/2 - (p + s + ~w (x))1/2" 
By assumption (124), we get 
(x - a) aV~ < 2, all a < x < b. 
Then, for sufficiently small ~ > 0, we still have 






2- (x -a )¢(p+E)  1/2 >0,  a l la<x<b.  (136) 
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From (135) and (136), we get 
(p+E+zw(x) )  1/2 <_ 
2 (p~-E) 1/2 
2-~(p+~)~/2(~-~)  ' all a < x < b. (137) 
Solving (137) for w(x) ,  we find 
w(x)< ( -~)  [ 4 ] 
- (2  - a (p~/~- '~)  (x  - a ) )  2 - 1 , 
(138) 
for E > 0, sufficiently small and, for all a < x < b. 
Letting ~ ~ 0, we obtain 
(p ) [  4 ] 
w (x) < '(2 -- crv~(X -- a)) 2 -- 1 , (139) 
for all a < x < b. 
That is, 
4p 3/2 (x - a) - op  2 (x - a) 2 
(x) < 
(2  - ax /~ (x  - a ) )  2 ' 
for all a < x < b. Then, by (130) and (140), we find 
(14o) 
4p 3/2 (x - a) - zp2 (x - a) 2 
(2 - ~v~ (~ - a)) 2 
=~(x) ,  (141) 
for all a < x < b. That is, (141) implies (126). Then, by (120),(126), inequality (127) is obvious. 
Finally, by (9),(13) and (127), the inequalities (128),(129) are clear, respectively. | 
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